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Ever wonder what those high priced coaching programs actually teach?... They Cant Throw Me In Jail For

This One! Marketing Prodigy Spills The Beans On All The Juicy Details Revealed To Him Over The Last

5 Months... During His $300/Month Coaching Sessions With Million Dollar Copywriter Michel Fortin You

Are Not Going to Find This Caliber of Income Building Information Anywhere Else Period! Dear Internet

Markerter, Alert the authorities. Ive got a confession to make. My name is Stephen Dean, and for the last

few months Ive been wiretapping Michel Fortins office. You may know him as the legendary copywriter

who wrote a sales letter for John Reese that racked up over $1,000,000.00 in sales in under 24 hours.

Needless to say, he is... A Master Of So Many Persuasive Sales Secrets It Could Make Your Head Spin!

So when I found out I could get inside his head and STEAL his secrets, I pounced on the opportunity.

Seriously, what would you do? This is your chance to get your hands on coveted material that could

instantly boost your sales conversions... on every single sales page youve got! I Couldnt Possibly Say

No! Its been 4... going on 5 months now that Ive been packing every tip on writing devestatingly effective

headlines, crafting offers that simply cant be refused, discovering design elements that literally ALWAYS

improve response, and more... ...into my own personal Word document that I keep and refer to regularly.

(Im a pro copywriter, so I refer to this .doc regularly.) A Blueprint For Making More Money Than Ever

Before? Since Ive started keeping track of these incredibly effective persuasion techniques, my business

has seen huge profit gains. The very first month of my wiretapping, I made more in 30 days than I ever

had before. (That means several thousand.) Needless to say, this document is very valuable to me.... In

fact... my costs... ...but for a short period of time ... Im willing to let you take a peak at it in PDF form... but

itll cost you (since Im the one risking everything).... Before we go on... This Isnt For Everybody...and It

May Not Be for You! What??.. I mean it!... this product may not be for you...regardless of your level of

marketing experience. What I mean by that is... It wont just magically add money to your bank account

simply by having this on your computer.... Of course, if youre willing to do a little bit of work... this is for

you. And its something that will change your life in a big way-- more money, more time, and more

happiness. Do you want to know what it will cost you to get access to the Michel Fortin Brain Dump? I
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decided to price it at an incredibly low price $0.99!
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